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Innate lymphoid cell
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are a group of innate immune cells that
belong to the lymphoid lineage but do not respond in an antigen-specific
manner, as they lack a B or T cell receptor. This relatively newly
described group of cells has different physiological functions, some of
them analogous to helper T cells, while also including the cytotoxic NK
cells.

Innate lymphoid cell - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innate_lymphoid_cell

Innate lymphoid cell - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innate_lymphoid_cell
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are a group of innate immune cells that are derived from
common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) and belong to the lymphoid lineage. These cells are
defined by absence of antigen specific B or T cell receptor because of the lack of
recombination activating gene (RAG).
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Classification · Development · Function · Pathology · Innate or adaptive

Innate lymphoid cells: A new paradigm in immunology -
â€¦
science.sciencemag.org/content/348/6237/aaa6566
For years, scientists divided the immune system into two arms: innate and adaptive. The
cell types involved in the two arms differ in specificity and in how quickly they respond to
infections. More recently, immunologists discovered a family of immune cells termed
â€œinnate lymphoid cells,â€� which straddle these two arms.
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Human innate lymphoid cells | Blood Journal
www.bloodjournal.org/content/124/5/700
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are lymphoid cells that do not express rearranged receptors
and have important effector and regulatory functions in â€¦
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Innate Lymphoid Cells - eLS: Essential for Life Science
www.els.net/WileyCDA/ElsArticle/refId-a0026245.html
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are white blood cells derived from a common progenitor in
the bone marrow

Regulatory Innate Lymphoid Cells Control Innate Intestinal
...
www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(17)30863-2
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are located in mucosal surfaces to potentiate immune
responses, sustain mucosal integrity and promote lymphoid organogenesis (Diefenbach
et al., 2014 x Development, differentiation, and diversity of innate lymphoid cells.

BioLegend Innate Lymphoid Cells
https://www.biolegend.com/ilc
T helper cells are an established part of adaptive immunity, with several classes like Th1,
Th2, and Th17 cells being well-studied. Recently, innate counterparts to these lymphoid
cells have come into focus.

Innate lymphoid cells play an important role in regulation
...
medicalxpress.com › Immunology
Innate lymphoid cells play an important role in regulation of intestinal inflammation August
28, 2017, Chinese Academy of Sciences ILCregs contribute to the resolution of innate
intestinal inflammation by inhibition of ILC1s and ILC3s.

DFG Priority Program SPP 1937 | Innate Lymphoid Cells
spp-innatelymphoidcells.de
Innate Lymphoid Cells This DFG priority program aims to establish an interdisciplinary
research program that comprehensively investigates the newly discovered family of
innate lymphoid cells (ILC) in mouse models and humans.

Type 3 innate lymphoid cells - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_3_innate_lymphoid_cells
Type 3 innate lymphoid cells (ILC3) are lymphoid line immune cells and are one of the
classified type of Innate lymphoid cells. Due to their functions, they fall into the innate
component of the immune system, not adaptive. Participates in innate defence
mechanisms on mucous membranes.

Frontiers | Innate Lymphoid Cells in Intestinal ...
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fimmu.2017.01296/full
Innate lymphoid cells (ILC) belong to a family of innate immune cells that share
similarities with the phenotype and functions of T lymphocytes. They present classical
lymphocyte morphology, but lack a rearranged antigen-specific receptor.
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Human innate lymphoid cells - ScienceDirect
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0091674916310429
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are transcriptional and functional parallels of the T-cell
system with the important difference that ILCs lack â€¦
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